I would commend to the MSS the report of the Equity Capital Formation Task Force, of which I was a member, presented to the U.S. Department of the Treasury on November 11, 2013 (the "ECF Report"). 3 The ECF Report sets forth in detail the difficulties facing small companies in the current market and regulatory climate, particularly with regards to capital formation and post-IPO liquidity. I respectfully disagree, however, with the MSS's Recommendation #1, which takes the position that a tick-size pilot program should not be pursued. 4 The MSS sets forth substantial evidence in its Recommendation in support of the proposition that the decimalization of stock prices in 2000 has not materially affected either capital formation or after-market liquidity for small-capitalization companies. 5 In contrast, the ECF Report and, indeed, the dissenting opinion of one of the MSS's own members, 6 make the opposite claim, highlighting evidence indicating that an increase in tick-sizes would encourage small-capitalization companies to enter the public equity markets. 7 The ECF Report argues that lack of trading liquidity in many publicly traded small-capitalization companies contributes to the historically low levels of capital formation in this segment. Under existing market structure rules, the ECF Report argues, the lack of trading liquidity has discouraged meaningful institutional investor ownership. Moreover, the ECF Report notes that retail investors-the primary shareholders of small-capitalization companies-would in fact benefit from renewed institutional investor participation. In my judgment, the empirical evidence as to the effects of tick-size on capital formation and aftermarket liquidity remains an open question and is thus worthy of further study.
I would therefore advocate pursuing a pilot program to test the claims of each side empirically. Such an experiment would most naturally take the form of a pilot program conducted by the Securities and Exchange Commission. A pilot program offers a fair process to test a market structure that I believe will have a positive impact on the U.S. economy, individual investors, institutional investors, and small companies. A properly designed pilot program must feature control and test groups of small-capitalization companies that are selected in a scientifically rigorous fashion. This is a subtle but vital point. Allowing, for example, companies to opt into or out of the test group would undermine the scientific value of the pilot program by introducing self-selection and other endogeneity problems. Further, any pilot program should be permitted to run for a sufficiently long period of time to provide a true empirical test of tick-size on capital formation and after-market liquidity and should test for a number of variables.
Thank you very much for offering an opportunity to comment on this important topic.
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at Should you have any Respectfully submitted, Hal S. Scott
